Introduction {#Sec1}
============

According to the World Health Organization^[@CR1]^, health surveillance is defined as the continuous and systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of health-related data. Disease surveillance systems can serve as early warning tools for disease outbreaks. These systems have been used for the planning, implementation, and evaluation of health practices^[@CR1]^. Traditionally, these systems rely on records from health departments^[@CR2]^. The established formal protocols and regulations in the traditional systems lead to lag times between observations, report submissions and communications. This usually results in delayed and labour-intensive actions performed by health authorities^[@CR3]--[@CR5]^. Online services, such as Twitter, are gaining importance as a valuable source of information for decision support systems in healthcare^[@CR4],[@CR6]^. This is because information can be transmitted through social networks faster than traditional channels^[@CR4]^. Rapid communications taking place on social media can assist in timely reactions by decision makers. Quick responses play a key role in time-sensitive tasks such as controlling epidemics^[@CR7]^.

The main goal of digital surveillance systems is to monitor and detect potential epidemic events from informal online sources^[@CR8]^. These systems are used to help health authorities and decision-makers to react promptly to disease emergencies and therefore, reduce or eliminate the consequences. As discussed earlier, these systems can enhance the speed of reactions as they can bypass the formal information channels. Extensive work has examined the value of Internet-based sources such as social media, search engines and news contents for conducting infectious disease surveillance^[@CR9]--[@CR11]^. Some studies have focused on confined geographical locations, such as Latin America^[@CR12]^, the Netherlands^[@CR13]^ and Nepal^[@CR14]^, while others have analyzed disease outbreaks globally^[@CR15],[@CR16]^.

The benefits offered by online content for infectious disease surveillance^[@CR17],[@CR18]^ can be compromised by irrelevant content. Sometimes, terms change their meaning in different contexts. For instance, discussions regarding "avian flu dance" on Twitter are irrelevant in the context of avian influenza. Online content might also be generated to propagate advertisements, viruses and phishing, or to enhance systems reputations^[@CR19]^. Spammers, usually, mask their content to look relevant and useful to users. These messages have often a narrow vocabulary in comparison with the messages that attract the attention of a great number of people^[@CR20]^. Informal and repeated conversations have been also considered spam in the literature^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. That being said, the identification of relevant data as input for online surveillance systems is necessary^[@CR23]^. Multiple techniques have been proposed in the literature to disambiguate the context of online media. The techniques range from link ratio calculation^[@CR21]^ to sentiment analysis and classification methods^[@CR22],[@CR24]^.

Despite significant efforts in the detection of disease events from web content, further research is required. There are still several shortcomings in tracking health-related events on the Internet. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, limited work exists on the analysis of online content related to infectious disease in animals, in particular, AI^[@CR25]^. The existing work has mostly focused on seasonal diseases especially^[@CR9],[@CR11],[@CR26]--[@CR28]^. In addition, the semantic purification of online discussions has been overlooked in the literature. Robertson and Yee^[@CR25]^ developed a surveillance system to analyze AI-related Twitter messages collected during a six-month period. Although the authors found a strong correlation between monthly observations of official reports and tweets, they could not precisely identify the onset of reports. That said, the main contribution of our work consists of introducing a system that enhances previous attempts to identify AI outbreaks from Twitter. The improvement was achieved by constructing location-specific time-series and removing irrelevant content. Another reason why further research on digital surveillance systems for animal diseases is required lies in the significant economic and health impacts that surveillance systems can offer to the poultry industry.

In the present study, we constructed an Internet-based surveillance system that monitors AI activities on Twitter. The main goal of the system was to evaluate the possibility of using Twitter as a complementary source of AI official reports. The proposed system consists of three components: data collection, natural language processing (NLP) and anomaly detection. The data collection component continuously downloaded AI-related tweets using the Twitter search API (application programming interface). The next component, NLP, was used to determine the suitability of tweets for monitoring AI outbreaks. Finally, the third component (i.e. anomaly detection) was designed for country-level analyses to meet four objectives: I) To investigate the potential of Twitter as a supplementary source of AI official reports. II) To examine the impact of sentiment classification of Twitter-derived posts on the accuracy of anomaly detection. III) To identify severity and virus subtypes of outbreaks from Twitter. IV) To investigate the extent to which Twitter content can assist in early warning of AI outbreaks.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Efforts have been made to detect common epidemic events such as seasonal influenza and Influenza-like Illness (ILI) through web and social media^[@CR9],[@CR11],[@CR26]--[@CR28]^. However, challenges in the detection of unexpected outbreak events through social media have not been fully explored. As outlined in the literature^[@CR4],[@CR15],[@CR29],[@CR30]^, the approaches in the detection of common and recurring health events from web content are mature. These approaches^[@CR17],[@CR29],[@CR31]--[@CR33]^ have measured the strength of the relationship between the frequency of officially reported cases and online disease-related posts or keywords^[@CR9],[@CR17],[@CR34]--[@CR37]^.

Several methods have been exploited to detect disease outbreaks from social media. In the study by Di Martino *et al*.^[@CR15]^, the Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) family of algorithms was selected for outbreak detection. In order to validate Twitter alerts, a method was proposed to find relevant official events from ProMED-mail unstructured documents. A document would contain a relevant event if both medical conditions and geographic reference were identified. In another study, van de Belt *et al*.^[@CR13]^ developed an early outbreak system in the Netherlands using Google Trends and a local social media, named Coosto. In this system, a simple cut-off criterion (i.e. double standard deviation for Google Trends and a frequency above ten for Coosto) was specified to detect outbreaks. In this study, the Dutch outbreak notification system was used as the gold standard. Van de Belt and colleagues^[@CR13]^ concluded that compared to Google Trends, a limited number of outbreaks were detectable from Coosto. However, the number of false positive detections in Coosto were lower than in Google Trends.

Considering various geographical locations, Fast and colleagues^[@CR16]^ designed a warning system to identify and forecast social response to diseases reported in news articles. The HealthMap news articles were automatically tagged with indicators of disease spread, severity, preventive measures and social responses. Then, a Bayesian Network and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) methods were used to detect unusual periods of social responses. The findings showed that when the news coverage is sufficient, the social reaction to disease spread can be predicted via online news.

As outlined earlier, due to the noisy nature of the content of social media networks such as Twitter, the outbreak detection in these networks is challenging^[@CR4],[@CR29],[@CR30]^. In addition to noises, sometimes terms can change their meaning in different contexts. In this regard, a few studies have considered filtering irrelevant contents as part of disease outbreak detection. Di Martino *et al*.^[@CR15]^ exploited a list of negative keywords associated with diseases to filter irrelevant tweets. In another study by Avare *et al*.^[@CR4]^, an adaptive classification method based on feature change was proposed to dynamically annotate tweets with relevant or irrelevant labels. In particular^[@CR4]^, aimed to dynamically change the definition of relevant tweets as terminologies evolve in Twitter messages. The required labels were obtained from health experts and crowd-sourced workers. For incoming tweets, manual labelling was only performed if the extracted features were different than previous features.

Methodology {#Sec3}
===========

The primary goal here is to investigate the extent to which Twitter data can represent actual AI outbreak notifications. Moreover, the potential of Twitter content to assist in AI outbreak-alarming tools is investigated. An overview of the proposed system is given in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The proposed system includes several components. Initially, Twitter posts and OIE outbreak reports were collected and stored in their corresponding databases. The Twitter database was then cleaned and geo-located in the next phase. After specifying labels to tweets in a semi-supervised classification component, irrelevant content was filtered. Next, in the anomaly detection component, the influence of sentiment analysis task on the performance of anomaly detection was investigated. Performance of anomaly detection from tweets was evaluated in terms of time and severity of outbreaks as well as the virus type corresponding with outbreaks. In this component, we looked for sudden changes in the daily time-series of country-based tweets.Figure 1Architecture of the proposed system: Data is collected from Twitter and OIE. After pre-processing, anomalies are detected and evaluated.

**Data collection and pre-processing** {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

### **Social media posts** {#Sec5}

The Twitter data-collector component used a crawler, i.e. a PHP script, to visit Twitter every minute. The crawler exploited the Twitter Search API^[@CR38]^ to download posts and continuously store them into a MySQL database. The Twitter Search API can have near real-time access to a collection of tweets matching a specified query. In the API, we restricted tweets to "english" language and "recent" results. Also, several keywords were fed into the Search API to obtain required tweets. These keywords were extracted from sample tweets associated with AI and confirmed by experts in the field. The returned JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was parsed into following fields: user ID, user name, user screen name, profile location, number of re-tweets, number of favourite hits, text and date. In total, the collected dataset contained about 209,000 observations generated by over 116,000 unique users from July 2017 to December 2018. Among stored posts, over 105,000 posts were re-tweets (i.e. re-share) of other tweets. Except for an interruption that occurred in April and May 2018 due to server issues, the data collection process has been continuous during the study period. This data collection process ensures that the temporal patterns in the tweets can be representative of users' activities. Then, re-tweets and non-UTF-8 characters were eliminated from further consideration. In order to use the information effectively, the next challenge was to map the tweets to their associated geographical locations.

To geolocate the collected tweets, a Python library^[@CR39],[@CR40]^ and regular expressions were used. The location details included physical location information such as city, county, state, country, latitude and longitude. We found locations within the context of tweets more precise than geo-location information in the user profiles. About 25% the tweets had empty profile location and 7% had vague location information in the profile field (e.g. earth, worldwide, everywhere, nowhere and international). Since profile locations do not necessarily specify the actual locations corresponding to tweets, we used the context of tweets to find geographical references of events.

### **Outbreak ground truth** {#Sec6}

To validate the surveillance value of the insights obtained from tweets, reports were aggregated from the disease information interface on the OIE website^[@CR41]^. We utilized a programmed robot to visit the OIE web pages every four hours. The robot filtered and stored AI-relevant reports including 60 immediate and 382 follow-up notifications for the same duration that tweets have been collected. The stored database included the following fields: location, report type, start date, confirmation date, report date, date of submission to OIE, resolve date, number of new outbreaks, the reason for notification, manifestation, agent, serotype, species, number of susceptible, number of deaths, number of disposed, morbidity rate, mortality rate, fatality rate and lost proportion. Moreover, a new field, named "magnitude", was added to each report entry, indicating the severity of reported outbreaks. The "magnitude" field was assigned with "L", "M" and "H" codes, respectively showing low, medium and high severities. We categorized reports as high when the 'number of lost' was higher than 50,000 animals. Otherwise, when 'number of lost' was higher than 5,000 animals, we tagged it with medium severity and when lower, we assigned low severity.

**Natural language processing module:** positive or negative {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------

The NLP module was used to examine whether a tweet is appropriate to be used in AI surveillance. The terms within the text of tweets can refer to various meanings that might not be in the context of AI. For instance, tweets about "bird flu" song, scientific discoveries, influenza in swine, farm sale and "bird flu" insurance cannot convey information about AI. The noise generated by irrelevant tweets can adversely affect the event detection process and also, enhance the computational costs^[@CR42]^. Therefore, the process of filtering irrelevant tweets can help in obtaining more accurate detection of outbreaks. Annotation of stream and massive data sources by experts can be expensive and infeasible. That being said, the next challenge to tackle was to perform the automatic annotation of tweets, which is discussed below.

### Experimental settings {#Sec8}

The "relevant" and "irrelevant" labels were manually assigned to about 4,200 sample tweets. Sample tweets were uniquely and randomly selected from all monthly periods of the collected dataset. Generally, it is challenging, even for human experts, to determine whether a tweet is relevant to AI due to limited contextual information within the short-length tweets. Therefore, a set of guidelines were defined to annotate sample tweets with the help of experts in the field.

Tweets were assigned with the "relevant" sentiment, where their content related to official reports of AI farm records, emergencies and outbreak consequences. Moreover, informal reports on individual cases and disease avoidances were considered in the same class label. For example, tweets "mild form of bird flu found in Minnesota turkey flock", "Why don't you just stop eating poultry. It is the bird flu" and "Jack got the flu shot last year and still ended up with the bird flu" can show new cases of bird flu. On the other hand, jokes, advertisement and political issues were annotated as "irrelevant". For example, tweets "Phylogenetic classification of hemagglutinin gene of H9N2", "Our paper is out! The Cloacal Microbiome of Five Wild Duck Species Varies by Species and Influenza A Virus" and "The bird flu dance is actually very similar to the cat daddy" do not seem to be informative of any AI occurrence. Overall, the hand-labelled corpus of tweets contained 1,647 positive (i.e. relevant) and 2,552 negative sentiments (i.e. irrelevant).

To address the needs of the proposed system for online and automatic labelling of tweets, a semi-supervised Naive Bayes (NB) model was trained on both labelled and unlabelled datasets. In this paper, the semi-supervised learning was performed using the "Sklearn" Python library^[@CR43]^. The input data was represented in a TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) vector space. TF-IDF scales the term (word) frequency counts in each document by penalising terms that appear more frequently across multiple documents^[@CR44]^. The weight is calculated by multiplying two scores: the term frequency (TF) and the inverse document frequency (IDF), which are given in Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}. The calculated TF-IDF vectors were then used as input of the Naive Bayesian model explained in the following section.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Naive Bayesian (NB) {#Sec9}

Naive Bayesian (NB) is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theorem with strong independence assumptions between the features^[@CR45]^. In other words, this classifier assumes that the effect of an attribute value on a given class is independent of the values of the other attributes (class conditional independence). It is made to simplify the computations and for this reason, it is called "naive". The NB classifier is defined as follows: Given a training set of samples, each represented by an n-dimensional vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Semi-supervised learning {#Sec10}

In the present study, we trained an Expectation-Maximization (EM) based semi-supervised classifier to determine the class label of unlabelled tweets. The NB model was utilized as the base classier in the semi-supervised learning procedure. We selected NB to balance between training time and classification accuracy of the labelling process. The EM algorithm is a class of iterative algorithms that uses an optimization strategy for objective functions. Objective functions can be interpreted as likelihood estimates in the presence of missing data. We used EM in this study as it can be used for probabilistic learning models, such as NB. The EM algorithm pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.

The EM algorithm with NB as base classifier was adopted here to annotate data points that were not annotated manually. Initially, the trained supervised model was used to predict the labels of the unlabelled data points. Assuming the expectations of missing labels were true, the entire dataset was used to estimate new parameters. The obtained parameters were then used to create a closer estimation of labels compared to the first guess. The process continued until the algorithm converged on a fixed point. Then, the obtained labelled dataset was fed into an anomaly detection algorithm to identify unusual patterns.Algorithm 1The EM algorithm^[@CR47]^.

### **Evaluation** {#Sec11}

Initially, a random search was performed to find hyper-parameters that maximize the performance of the semi-supervised model. The list of hyper-parameters tuned on labelled points is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Hyper-parameters of training supervised NB.Hyper ParameterTuned ValueLaplace smoothing0.2df(min = 0.001, max = 0.8)

The annotated dataset contained 4,200 instances with 1,647 positive and 2,552 negative labels. In order to manage the processing time and memory required for learning the semi-supervised model on a large amount of data, we divided unlabelled data into seven equal parts, each with about 28,000 instances. Here, an instance is a single row of tweets dataset, a part refers to 28,000 instances and a fold refers to 420 instances. Then, we applied semi-supervised learning to each part and obtained the average test performances using 10-fold cross-validation. Finally, we averaged measures over all parts and reported four evaluation metrics. To evaluate the model, initially, nine train folds were used to train the classifier. Then, the trained classifier was used to learn the classes of unlabelled data. As explained in Algorithm 1, the final classifier was iteratively trained on the union of unlabelled data and train folds. This classifier was ultimately used to classify the test fold. Test evaluation measures with 95% confidence interval are reported in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Semi-supervised test measures.MeasureValueAverage accuracy78.40% ± 1.23%Average precision79.80% ± 1.21%Average recall74.70% ± 1.31%Average F-score75.2% ± 1.3%

The precision (Positive Predictive Value) represents how many selected cases are relevant, while the recall (sensitivity) represents how many relevant cases are selected (Eqs. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} and [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). The F-measure (Eq. [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is a weighted average of the precision and recall. Finally, the accuracy (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is defined as a statistical measure of how well a binary classification performs in predicting the true results of both classes among the total number of instances. For two-class classifications, there are four possible cases: For a positive class, if the prediction is positive, this is a called a true positive (TP) and if negative, it is a false negative (FN). For a negative example, if the prediction is negative, it is called true negative (TN) and if positive, it is a false positive (FP). We also denoted the number of positive and negative data points with 'P' and 'N', respectively.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With regards to evaluation results presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the semi-supervised learning obtained the accuracy and F-score of 78.4% and 75.2%, respectively. The data points annotated with "relevant" labels were then used in the experiments to understand how using relevant data points instead of the entire relevant and irrelevant data points can improve the performance of anomaly detection.

Outbreak detection {#Sec12}
------------------

Here, we aimed to show how reliable it is to use Twitter for AI surveillance purposes. More precisely, we intended (1) to describe the overlap between Twitter daily posts and official reports; (2) to understand the extent to which Twitter can be used for the early warning of AI outbreaks; (3) to indicate whether the size of outbreaks and the virus subtypes involved in outbreaks are detectable from tweets; and (4) to study the impact of filtering irrelevant tweets on the anomaly detection process. To this end, first, we visually demonstrated the overlap between OIE reports and the number of tweets. Then, the similarities between the time-series of outbreaks and tweets in terms of the onset date of reports, the magnitude of outbreaks and the type of virus involved in outbreaks were examined. Finally, the anomaly detection was applied to the original and filtered dataset and the results were compared. In this study, original tweets refer to all collected tweets before discarding irrelevant ones.

Anomaly detection is an essential application area of time-series data^[@CR48]^. Anomaly detection processes in time-series are usually formulated as identifying outliers or unusual data points relative to some standard or usual signals^[@CR48],[@CR49]^. Anomalies may be due to (1) inherent variabilities or (2) errors in data. Anomalies in the former category, which was considered in this study, contain valuable information that is useful for decision-making tasks^[@CR48]^. The Seasonal-Hybrid Extreme Studentized Deviate (SH-ESD) algorithm was incorporated in the proposed system to detect the onset of outbreaks from time-series of AI-related tweets. SH-ESD algorithm was specifically designed for anomaly detection in the cloud infrastructure data with the velocity, volume, and real-time nature^[@CR50]^.

### SH-ESD algorithm {#Sec13}

SH-ESD algorithm is a robust and recently-published anomaly detection technique which is built upon the Generalized ESD test^[@CR51]^. SH-ESD can be used to detect both global (i.e. variations that cannot be explained with seasonal patterns) and local anomalies (i.e. variations inside seasonal patterns)^[@CR51]^. The algorithm is composed of a statistical test hypothesis called Grubb's Test and a time-series decomposition method, known as Seasonal-Trend Decomposition based on Loess (STL). First, STL decomposition is used to extract the residual component of the observed data. The residual is assumed to be symmetrically distributed (i.e. normal distribution). Then, Grubb's Test finds outliers in a sample of residuals, which is assumed to be normally distributed^[@CR48]^.

### Experimental Settings {#Sec14}

To prepare the required data, a continuous time-series of the daily number of tweets was calculated for each country during a 15-month period. Additionally, the OIE database was queried to obtain dates on which immediate outbreak notifications were reported for each country. To detect anomalies given time-series of tweets, we used an open-source R package "AnomalyDetection" that was released by the Twitter engineering team^[@CR52]^. This package uses the SH-ESD technique, which was explained earlier. We identified anomalies from both original and relevant tweets, i.e. those classified as relevant, and compared the result. The comparison was performed to examine whether relevant tweets can be a better representative of outbreak notifications compared to original tweets.

Results and Discussion {#Sec15}
======================

Overlap visualization {#Sec16}
---------------------

The overlap patterns between time-series of AI-related tweets and outbreak reports were plotted for all 21 locations. The patterns for Bulgaria and the Philippines are displayed in Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The patterns for the rest of locations can be seen in Figs. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[21](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in Supplementary Document. Visualizations were drawn from the tweets that were annotated with "relevant" label in the database. The time-series of tweets are marked with circular blue points and the sporadic outbreak reports during the course of study with vertical red lines. Beside each line, a letter (i.e. L, M and H) indicates the severity of outbreaks. Generally, a surge in the number of tweets around report dates defines an existing pattern.Figure 2Overlap visualization of Twitter and official outbreak reports in Bulgaria: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.Figure 3Overlap visualization of Twitter and official outbreak reports in Philippines: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.

As shown in Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of the continuous and discrete time-series related to Bulgaria was similar. The first peak in the number of tweets took place in October 2017, when an immediate report was announced on the same day. After that, the number of tweets increased two-fold (i.e. 300 tweets) in early November. This seemed to be associated with a follow-up report 20 days after the first immediate report. Similarly, follow-up reports might be a reason behind the rise of tweets in mid-June and mid-October. Also, it is worth noting that in all three outbreaks reported in 2018, discussions on Twitter started to rise a few days before being officially reported (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the patterns observed in messages discussing AI events in Bulgaria showed a connection with the official reports.

Correlation patterns for the Philippines are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. A single outbreak was reported in August 2017, which was reflected on Twitter with a sudden rise followed by a gradual downward trend. The observed pattern is interesting as the activity grew a day before the immediate report, reached a peak at around 400 tweets on the report day and then, gradually dropped within 15 days. The trends of the Philippines, therefore, are explainable by Twitter activities.

Similar to observations in the Philippines, there was only one immediate outbreak notification during the study period for Korea, Malaysia, Ghana, Myanmar, Ireland, Iran, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. Except for Ireland, the Twitter activity regarding these countries reached its highest value at the same time the corresponding outbreak was reported. For Ireland, however, Twitter activity on the notification day had the second highest value. In the observations with one immediate report, the periods of downward trends after immediate notifications were approximately 10--30 days. The upward trends before outbreaks, however, were sudden and shorter in length compared to the downward trends.

Several patterns in the observations could not be interpreted by considering immediate reports alone. For instance, the surge in the number of tweets in early October regarding Italy was associated with a follow-up report of three severe outbreaks, i.e. with magnitude code of "H". Similarly, the second highest peaks of Korea and the Philippines were interpretable by follow-up reports. Furthermore, the peaks in Twitter activity in July and August regarding South Africa, early June regarding Bulgaria and mid-October 2017 regarding China seemed to be connected with follow-up reports. In these time-series, the activities jumped a few days before or after follow-up reports. Therefore, in addition to immediate reports, the impact of follow-up reports, in particular, the follow-up reports of severe outbreaks, could be important.

Event detection {#Sec17}
---------------

Given the country-based historical time-series of tweets pertaining to AI, an anomaly detection algorithm (i.e. SH-ESD) was used to identify the spikes. Confusion matrices and evaluation measures were calculated by comparing detected points (i.e. anomalies) with the actual reports. As a reference standard of notifications, we considered 'report date' field from the collected OIE dataset. A detected anomaly point would be considered true positive (TP) if it occurred within a 10-day window around immediate notifications. If an anomaly could not be found within any window of immediate notifications, it would be a false positive (FP). On the other hand, an immediate notification that has had no spike around it was considered as false negative (FN). The locations having less than ten daily tweets during the study period were discarded from further analyses. Also, we did not consider countries with no immediate notification during the period of study. The obtained evaluation measures including precision, recall and F-measure for 21 locations are given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Evaluation measures of anomaly detection.CountryTPFPFNPrecisionRecallF-scoreBulgaria42067%100%80%China42567%44%53%France13133%100%33%Germany402100%67%80%Ghana11050%100%67%India31075%100%86%Iran100100%100%100%Ireland12033%100%50%Japan21067%100%80%Korea13025%100%40%Myanmar100100%100%100%Malaysia100100%100%100%Netherlands302100%60%75%Pakistan0010%0%---Philippines11050%100%67%Russia300100%100%100%Saudi Arabia100100%100%100%South Africa23040%100%57%Taiwan23240%50%45%USA41080%100%89%Vietnam302100%60%75%

Overall, the anomaly detection component was able to identify 43 out of 58 immediate reports, whereas 23 points were identified as anomalies with no corresponding immediate outbreak reports. The 100% recall was obtained for 15 locations, which means all corresponding anomalies were identified. This, however, did not apply to China and Taiwan. There were multiple immediate notifications within a short time frame in China, e.g. October 2018, which made the anomaly detection difficult. In Taiwan, the number of delivered messages was not high enough (i.e. maximum 15) to be able to detect all the events. Overall, the precision measure showed lower values than recall measure. Although eight rows were free of false identifications, five rows showed a precision less than 50%. F-measure showed a quite high value in the majority of locations. Precisely, in 14 out of 21 countries (i.e. about 70%), F-measure was higher than 66%, which implied a significant correlation between Twitter activities and OIE reports.

False positives were most frequently seen in the observations of France, Taiwan, Korea and South Africa. False positives were observed in the time-series of France in Winter 2018, which coincided with two follow-up reports in February and March 2018. We manually looked at messages regarding Korea and discovered that the discussions in July and mid-August were regarding "the reduction of bird flu" and "banning the imports of eggs and poultry from the USA", respectively. A jump in the discussions on January 29, 2018, might be reasonable as it is associated with a follow-up report of a severe outbreak on the same date. Similarly, a possible explanation for three false positives observed in the time-series of South Africa could be the burst of follow-up reports during the period between August and November.

In several cases, we were not able to explain false positives by either biases or the presence of follow-up reports. The corresponding messages in these points were actually informing about existing cases of bird flu that had been reported on Reuters news. For instance, peaks at late March and mid-June 2018 regarding Ireland were related to cases of H5N6 in wild birds that have not been reported by the OIE. Also, the spike detected in mid-October 2017 by our study for China was associated with an outbreak reported by Reuters. Similarly, an outbreak of H9N2 in Ghana has not been reported by the OIE. H9 viruses are not recognized to have the potential for being highly pathogenic. This might be the reason why the outbreak in Ghana has not been reported by the OIE. Our investigation also indicated that a false positive detection for China at the end of February 2018, i.e. the peak in the time-series of China, was due to a human case of H7N4 bird flu in Hong Kong. Therefore, the proposed work can assist traditional systems in reporting outbreaks.

Ideally, it is expected that the proposed approach can find all and only outbreaks. In reality, however, these two desires tend to trade against each other. A precision-recall (PR) curve was visualized in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} to indicate the overall performance of the approach presented in the current paper. Here, precision indicates how well we were able to identify only anomalies, whereas recall shows how well we identified all anomalies. The PR curve was parametrized by a threshold representing the number of anomalies to visualize the tradeoff between precision and recall. We used a list of thresholds ranging from 0.002 to 0.35 corresponding with 2--17 anomalies. As illustrated, when we increased the threshold, the precision tended to drop, except for an enhancement that occurred in the plot associated with original tweets when the threshold jumped from 0.002 to 0.0005.Figure 4Precision-recall tradeoff curve for overall performance of anomaly detection.

Depending on the application of surveillance systems, we might decide that recall is more important than precision or vise versa. If recall is more important than precision, we will choose higher thresholds for the anomaly detection algorithm. In this case, surveillance systems need to capture most or all anomalies, even if that means dealing with some false alarms. On the other hand, when higher precision than recall is preferred, the selection of lower threshold values is preferred. Overall, to determine the appropriate threshold, the relative costs of false alarms and missing anomalies need to be assessed.

**Reflection of magnitude of outbreaks onTwitter** {#Sec18}
--------------------------------------------------

The OIE provides information on the number of susceptible animals, lost, deaths, disposed and mortality rate indicating severity of outbreaks. Given this information, we tagged reports with low, medium and high severities using Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}. For each tagged report, we obtained several statistics for tweets associated with that report.

The information in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} indicates that the magnitude of reported outbreaks is associated with the number of tweets. The majority of outbreaks had low magnitudes with a maximum of 160 associated tweets, whereas the maximum number of tweets for high-severity outbreaks was 390. In addition, as the magnitude increased, centrality measures (i.e. mean, median and mode) increased as well. The average number of tweets associated with low-magnitude reports was 8.41 while for medium and high magnitudes, it jumped to 30.81 and 71.52, respectively.Table 4Connection between magnitude of reported outbreaks and statistical measures of tweets.LowMediumHighCount2076521Min000Max160250390Mean8.4130.8171.52Median1320Mode0020

We categorized the severity of outbreaks based on the proportion of animals lost. However, the severity of outbreaks could depend on other factors such as the duration of outbreaks, virulence of viruses and immune status of poultry. In the present work, we assume that severity depends on the limited information accessible from the OIE dataset. This said, our observations revealed that the severity of outbreaks can be determined by Twitter activity.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Moreover, we visually illustrated the link between the magnitude of outbreaks and the number of discussions on Twitter. In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, low-magnitude outbreaks were reported in early August 2017 and early October 2017, when zero or a very limited number of tweets were communicated. In contrast, in late July, an outbreak with medium magnitude was reported, which led to 120 posts on Twitter. The same patterns can be found in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, when 240 posts on Twitter were associated with a high-magnitude outbreak.Figure 5Overlap visualization of Twitter and official outbreak reports in Myanmar: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.Figure 6Overlap visualization of Twitter and official outbreak reports in Russia. Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.

**Subtype identification** {#Sec19}
--------------------------

We investigated the possibility of identifying virus subtypes associated with each outbreak from Twitter content. To this end, topic models were built using tweets within a window size of five days around outbreak dates. Latent Dirichlet Allocation^[@CR53]^, which is one of the most popular topic models was used in the current research. This model assumes that documents are a mixture of topics and a topic is a probability distribution of words. Here, we assumed that there is only one topic in each document. The six most probable words (W1--W6) and their corresponding probability in the topic for a number of immediate reports are given in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Immediate reports are specified in the table by their related location and subtype.Table 5High-probability words for immediate outbreak reports.OutbreaksW1W2W3W4W5W6Germany (H5N6)**h5n6**0.107confirms0.101farm0.098case0.096island0.095**germany**0.021China (H5N6)highly0.074reports0.073pathogenic0.053**china**0.053**h5n6**0.052outbreak0.044Iran (H5N6)**h5n6**0.089wild0.089north0.089ducks0.089among0.088reports0.085Netherlands (H5N6)outbreak0.064pathogen0.058highly0.056**h5n6**0.053confirms0.050**netherlands**0.033Russia (H5N2)**h5n2**0.078reports0.069**russia**0.051outbreak0.04farm0.044pathogenic0.042India (H5N8)**h5n8**0.068highly0.063**karnataka**0.063virus0.042contagious0.037positive0.031Vietnam (H5N1)outbreak0.107**h5n1**0.101reports0.092north0.092oie0.073**vietnam**0.053France (H7N7)**france**0.073pathogen0.073**h7n7**0.073outbreak0.073one0.073poultry0.073

Word clouds for Vietnam and Japan are illustrated in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where the size of words is proportional to their probability in the corresponding topic distribution. The rest of word clouds can be seen in Figs. [22](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[77](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary Document. Our observations showed that subtype terms were successfully identifiable in 47 out of 58 word clouds. In addition, the location of outbreaks was recognizable in 51 out of 58 word clouds. Our observation showed that the subtypes and locations found in the word clouds were matching the subtype and location of their corresponding official reports. The observed locations and AI virus subtypes involved in outbreaks are highlighted with bold font in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Figure 7The word cloud around an outbreak date for Vietnam: The size of words is proportional to their probability in the corresponding topic distribution.Figure 8The word cloud around an outbreak date for Japan: The size of words is proportional to their probability in the corresponding topic distribution.

Moreover, we identified all existing subtypes and their pathogenicity from the word clouds during the study period. Information on subtypes, their corresponding locations and whether they are of high or low pathogenicity is shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. As demonstrated, the majority of discussions around immediate reports were regarding outbreaks with highly pathogenic subtypes. Low pathogenic subtypes have appeared in discussions regarding outbreaks in France, Germany and USA. A few subtypes, e.g. H5N1, appeared in some discussions as highly pathogenic and in others as low pathogenic.Table 6List of identified subtypes associated with immediate outbreak reports.SubtypeLocationPathogenicityH5N8Bulgaria/Germany/India/Pakistan/South Africa/Saudi ArabiahighH5N6China/The NetherlandshighH7N9ChinahighH5N1China/India/Myanmar/Malaysia/VietnamhighH5N1FrancelowH5N5FrancelowH7N7FrancelowH5N2Germany/USAlowH5N2RussiahighH7N1USAlowH7N3USAlow

The topic model can contribute to the surveillance system by introducing the subtype and location of outbreaks. This can be helpful in decreasing the number of false positives and false negatives. It means, if we use word clouds in conjunction with the anomaly detection algorithm, we might be able to detect more outbreaks compared with applying only the anomaly detection algorithm. In addition, word clouds can be used to evaluate detected outbreaks by the anomaly detection method.

**Contribution of sentiment classification** {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------

We examined the impact of sentiment classification task on the performance of anomaly detection. The anomaly detection algorithm was applied to both original and relevant datasets of tweets and then, the results were compared. The evaluation measures are displayed in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. Although both signals were correlated with the gold standard data, the relevant signal improved the F-score for nine out of 21 locations. We observed that discarding irrelevant posts decreased the number of false positives by 12 and increased the number of true positives by three. The number of false positives dropped from 23 to 11, which means the sentiment filtering of irrelevant tweets helped in discarding approximately half of anomalies that were falsely detected.Table 7Influence of relevance analysis on evaluation measures of anomaly detection.CountryTPFPFNAccuracyPrecisionRecallF-scoreOriginalChina33633%50%33%40%RelevantChina42544%67%44%**53%**OriginalFrance0520%0%0%---RelevantFrance13150%33%100%**33%**OriginalIndia0330%0%0%---RelevantIndia310100%75%100%**86%**OriginalJapan220100%50%100%67%RelevantJapan210100%67%100%**80%**OriginalNetherlands31260%75%60%67%RelevantNetherlands30260%100%60%**75%**OriginalPakistan0110%0%0%---RelevantPakistan0**0**10%0%0%---OriginalSaudi Arabia110100%50%100%67%RelevantSaudi Arabia100100%100%100%**100%**OriginalTaiwan24250%33%50%40%RelevantTaiwan23250%40%50%**45%**OriginalUSA420100%67%100%80%RelevantUSA410100%80%100%**89%**

Comparisons between relevant and original time-series for Saudi Arabia and India are demonstrated in Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}--[12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. In Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, a peak in early February 2018 that had no association with any outbreaks disappeared after the filtering of irrelevant tweets. Conversely, the removal of the peak point in mid-February (Figs. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} and [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}) led to identifying anomalies associated with actual events that have not been evident before the filtering of irrelevant tweets.Figure 9Original daily number of tweets in Saudi Arabia. Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.Figure 10Relevant daily number of tweets in Saudi Arabia: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.Figure 11Original daily number of tweets in India: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.Figure 12Relevant daily number of tweets in India: Twitter daily count data is marked by blue points, immediate outbreak reports by red lines and follow-up outbreak reports by dash lines.

We used McNemar's test^[@CR54]^ to assess the relative difference in the proportion of error between two models, i.e. before and after filtering irrelevant tweets. Given the actual list of outbreaks, the prediction results were transformed into a contingency table shown in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}. The first cell in the table is the total number of anomalies that were correctly identified by both original and relevant time-series. The second cell shows that there was no event that the original time-series could help in decreasing the number of false positives and false negatives in comparison to relevant time-series. The third cell shows that relevant time-series enabled us to have more correct detection than when we used original time-series. The last cell shows that there were 15 events that could not be identified using either of time-series. The table was then used in McNemar's test, and the p-value of 0.062 was obtained. This could show that the accuracy difference between models was marginally significant.Table 8McNemar's test - contingency table.Original/Relevantcorrectincorrectcorrect400incorrect515

Moreover, the plots in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} for the original and cleaned signal of tweets were depicted in blue and orange colours, respectively. The plots characterized how well relevant tweets performed compared to original tweets in terms of obtaining all and only report dates. Looking at the plots, the precision of the anomaly detection for cleaned tweets was considerably higher than original tweets. On the other hand, the recall measure was slightly higher than or equal to original tweets. This could show that filtering irrelevant tweets can significantly help to decrease the number of false alarms in the monitoring of AI from Twitter.Figure 13A comparison of precision-recall tradeoff curves: Overall performance of anomaly detection for original (blue) and relevant (orange) tweets.

**Twitter for early warning of AI outbreaks** {#Sec21}
---------------------------------------------

Overall, we discussed 58 immediate outbreak notifications reported regarding 21 countries. We found 18 immediate outbreaks being reported on Twitter earlier than the official OIE. That being said, approximately one-third of the outbreaks led to a surge in the number of discussions on Twitter earlier than the announcement of official reports. For example, spikes in Twitter discussions in late September 2018, late June 2018 and late October 2017 related to Bulgaria, Japan and France, respectively, occurred before immediate reports. Our observation showed that the period between the spikes and immediate report dates varies between 1--15 days. Overall, this shows the potential of Twitter to be incorporated into AI surveillance systems for prediction purposes.

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec22}
==========================

In the present study, an Internet-based tracking system was developed to monitor AI events from Twitter. We investigated the extent to which Twitter can serve as a complementary or additional information source of AI outbreak reports. The results confirmed that the system introduced here can be used to complement traditional surveillance systems. More precisely, this system extracts information similar to traditional systems in terms of time, magnitude and virus subtype of outbreaks. Here, however, we did not identify pathogenicity of viruses from Twitter which could be studied in future studies to help understand the severity of outbreaks better.

The system can also, to some extent, enhance the capacity of official systems by providing early warning of outbreaks. This can potentially assist animal health authorities in preventing or mitigating the impact of possible AI events. Furthermore, it contributes to the literature by improving the performance of AI event-detection procedure with the help of a semi-supervised sentiment-learning model. The basic principles of our work could be applied to other types of infectious diseases of animals to improve digital disease surveillance by filtering irrelevant tweets to reduce background noise. In future, adding non-contextual information of tweets such as the number of 're-tweets' and 'likes' to the analysis might lead to more precise results. Also, future research can extend this study by using regional-based and multi-language data extractions and analyses.
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